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In 2013 there were 15,571 traffic
accidents related to pedestrians in
Mexico, that means almost 43 accidents every day (INEGI). Changing
the street-crossing behavior of
pedestrians to a safer, more responsible one, that involves crossing in
the crosswalks and respecting traffic
lights, has been throughout the years
a topic of interest to policy-makers in
Mexico. Most of the ideas around
this are based on the assumption
that pedestrians behave rationally,
and therefore they respect the crosswalks and lights. However, Behavioral economists have demonstrated
people aren’t always rational, meaning they don’t really do what’s
better for them every single time. The
planning of conflictive crosswalks
can be considerably improved
when we embrace the findings of
behavioural economics and start
considering the irrationality behind
people’s motivations to act, or in this
case, their motivation to cross the
street when they shouldn’t.
In Mexico City there’s been some
efforts to change the attitude from
drivers towards pedestrians, but relatively little has been done to change
the attitude of pedestrians when
crossing streets. In this study, we
make use of behavioral economics’
concepts and theories to look for the
factors that lead pedestrians into
jaywalking, and subsequently design
a nudge to influence this behavior in
order to increase the safety in crosswalks. From the various behavioral

economics’ concepts that could
have an impact in our objective, we
decided to focus specifically in
social norms. The experiment carried
out in this study is based mostly on
this concept.
The experimental stage was carried
out under real physical, decision and
behavioral conditions, as it was performed in an important Mexico’s
City Historic Center crossway. This
study helps us learn valuable
knowledge that lead us to better
understanding the behaviors involved in crosswalks, hence improving
pedestrians safety.
Pedestrians and Crosswalks
People have two systems that regulate their thoughts; System 1 is fast,
automatic and works with very little
effort and voluntary control. Examples of the operations that system 1
performs is detecting the distance
between objects, driving a car in
lonely streets, taking the milk from
the shelf that we always take it from,
amongst others. System 2 focuses
mental effort in activities that really
demand it, like focusing on a mathematical task or making a choice
(Kahneman, 2011). When we walk
down the street we take for granted
the environment that surrounds us
while we’re driven by system 1; we
already have certain attitudes and
predispositions, like turning the head
(or not) to look if there’s a car
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coming, and, jaywalking.
The physical and social environment
that surrounds us, has a great influence in the way we ultimately behave.
The 2002 Nobel Price of Economics,
Daniel Kahneman, mentions that
“We have a hugely powerful bias
against the environment as a determinant of behavior. (…) It turns out
that the environmental effects on
behavior are a lot stronger than most
people expect” (2008). This means
that the actual decision we take to
cross the street is influenced by the
factors and the environment that
surrounds us, so road education is
not always the key factor that determines whether we wait or not for the
green light to cross the street.
It’s very important to state that the
main objective of an average
pedestrian, like any other person
that is travelling, is to arrive to its destination as fast and efficiently as possible. Going on foot, allows pedestrians to have more freedom than
those travelling on other transports,
like cars or bicycles, as they can
follow the route that they think is
more convenient without worrying of
traffic regulations. However, this freedom makes their behavior rather
unpredictable (Cambon de Lavalette, et al., 2009). This, in occasions,
can generate situations of risk or
controversy with cars or bicycle
users.
Moving from one place to another is

the main task taht pedestrians look
to accomplish, and like with any
other task, they try to make it as
simple as possible. Waiting for the
green light to cross the street implies
a delay in the fulfillment of this task,
which translates into an increase of
the total trip time. In Mexico City,
cars tend to have more importance
than pedestrians in the intersections,
so waiting-times for pedestrian crossing sometimes exceed the time that
they’re actually willing to tolerate,
increasing their chances of jaywalking (Yang & Sun, 2013). In occasions, the reason for jaywalking is fuelled by herding, as people around us
influence us in such a strong way
that we follow them without thinking;
we follow their decisions because
we assume that they have some
kind of information that we don’t, or
that they’ve already made the task
of safety evaluation to cross the
street (Gaker, Zheng, & Walker,
2010).
We can find a couple of examples of
different efforts around the world
that have been made to change
this behavior. In Australia, the consequences of not looking to both sides
was remarked; in the pavement of a
dangerous intersection it can be
read “Stop, Look, Live”. Another
example, is the one of Daniel Pink
and his “shock signs” in a crosswalk
where it can be read “Be late, not
dead. Don’t jaywalk.”.
Social Norms
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A fundamental principle in behavioral economics is that we tend to do
what we see other people doing.
When people feel that certain behavior is accepted and shared by
others, they feel encouraged to
carry on with that sociallyacceptable behavior (Dawnay &
Shah, 2005). One way in which
jaywalking behavior can be explained is through social norms. Often,
people form its own conception of
social norms taking the behavior of
others as a reference point, and
comparing it with their own behavior
(Schultz, et al., 2007). The perception
of a social norm (behaving in a certain way), affects the decision of
making a certain action (in the case
of crosswalks, jaywalking) (Avineri,
2014). This means that we let ourselves be influenced by what the
people around us are doing.
Campaigns focused in social norms
try to change a behavior problem,
showing that there is less people that
behave in a certain way than we
actually think, framing theirs as a perception problem. An example of
how social norms can be applied is
the study of Schultz, et al. (2007); to
reduce the electricity consumption
in a neighbourhood, information was
given to people in its bills about its
energy consumption compared to
the consumption of their neighbours.
An example related to transportation is the campaign “MOST of Us
Prevent Drinking and Driving” in
Montana, United States, were the

percentage of young people that
did stopped drinking and driving was
showed; this changed the perception among young people about
drinking and driving, as well as reducing the people that actually did it
(Linkenbach & Perkins, 2003).
Methodology
There are many areas in which social
norms have helped changed behaviors in a successful way, most of
them are based in telling people
what other people do in a similar
situation (Dolan, et al., 2010). We
think that in order to reduce the
number of pedestrians that jaywalk it
is more powerful to provide people
with information related to positive
social norms, than inform them
about accidents or sanctions if they
don’t do what they’re supposed to.
What we try to prove is that we can
nudge people towards a more desirable pedestrian behavior if we give
them specific information in a frame
that generates self-control.
To test it, we designed an experiment
focused on information and social
norms. We came up with a message
to put in the crosswalk, focused in
limiting jaywalking, based on the
behavior of others. The message was
installed in the floor of the crosswalks
and it stated “3 out of 5 people cross
in green light, BE THE FOURTH” (See
Image 1). The information used on
the message was extracted from our
first measurements,
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which we further explain in the next
paragraphs.

Figure 1
Image 1

The experiment was carried out in an
intersection of Mexico’s City Historical Center. This intersection has
pedestrian lights that regulate
pedestrian traffic in three of the four
corners. One of the streets has 2 car
lanes and the other has 3 car lanes.
The waiting time in red light for the
crosswalk A is 41 seconds, while for
crosswalk B is 1 minute and 18
seconds (See figure 1). The car traffic
is fluent with intervals between cars,
which may reinforce the intention to
jaywalk. This intersection was chosen
because of its controllable environment, which results in more consistency, making an easier comparison
possible.
The field observation data was
collected through video recording.
The recordings were made from an
angle that permitted a clear view of
both crosswalks for an appropriate

data collection (See Figure 2 and
Image 2). A fixed schedule was established for the data collection and
implementation of the nudge: Tuesday and Wednesday of the first
week from 13:30 to 14:30 without the
nudge (control week); and Tuesday
and Wednesday of the second
week from 13:30 to 14:30 with the
nudge. Making the experiment in a
street of the city favours the results as
we are able to observe behaviors in
real situations.

Figure 2
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Image 2

Results
During the four days of observation,
3,310 pedestrians crossed the streets.
We only counted people that crossed by their own will (kids accompanied by their parents and people
carried by someone else were excluded). Pedestrians were categorized
into two groups, “crossing in green”
and “crossing in red”, depending on
the moment in which they crossed
the light.
During the first week (control week)
62% of pedestrians crossed in green
light, and 38% crossed in red light.
During the second week, when the
nudge was applied, the pedestrians
that crossed in green light increased
in 1%, and those who crossed in red
light decreased in another 1%. Visually, the message on the floor had certain impact, however we think that
the small decline in the percentage
of people jaywalking (2%) could be
due to different factors. One of the

possible explanations is the boomerang effect; due to the relatively
high percentage of people jaywalking, the message we gave them
could have been understood as if
jaywalking was a socially-accepted
behavior. Another explanation is
given by the herding effect, were
several people follow the behavior
of a few. This effect was very clear in
this case; in several occasions when
there was a group of people waiting
for the green light, only one person
was needed to cross the street in red
light for most or all of the others, that
were waiting, to also jaywalk.
A very important factor is the waiting
time, especially in the crosswalk B,
where it could clearly be observed
how people that were actually
willing to wait for the green light, reached their waiting limit and decided
to cross. Another factor related to
the waiting time is the absence of
cars; when there are no cars in sight,
waiting for the green light looses
relevance, and the intensions to
jaywalk become stronger.
Conclusions
The behavior of pedestrians in an
intersection consists on observing the
environment that surrounds them,
like the car fluency, the traffic lights
and the people around them, and
from these elements they take the
decision of jaywalking or not. Generally, pedestrians should respect the
traffic lights as these promote their
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safety, but at the same time they
also look to cross the street as fast as
possible to continue with their journey; when the urgency of saving
time overtakes the intention of
respecting the light, adhering to
social norms, it is very probable that
the pedestrians will jaywalk.
In this study we tried to guide people
into the more desirable pedestrian
behavior of not jaywalking, we did
this through specific information related to social norms. The nudge that
we designed had a light but effective impact, as several people noticed the message, stopped and
waited for the green light. In regard
to the percentages, our nudge was
far away from the 20% of increase in
waiting (4 out of 5 people) that we
wanted to achieve. However, considering the traffic, 1% translates into
33 more people that stop and wait in
the red light per hour, which means
that for a day (8 hours) 264 more
people wait, per week (5 weekdays)
1,320 people, and per month 5,280
that stop and respect the light.
Waiting time is an important factor in
this kind of behavior; if waiting time
could be reduced in short intersections, this behavior could diminish.
Knowing how much time is left for
being able to cross the street is also a
factor that could encourage the
pedestrians to respect the lights. In
this line, there are some studies that
state knowing how much waiting
time is left increases the compliance

in car drivers.
This study contributes with information to determine and understand
the factors that influence behavior
of people when crossing the street. It
shows that through nudges backed
by behavioral economics insights,
better organized and safer pedestrian intersections can be achieved.
In the future we plan to keep on with
this experiment under the line of
social norms, aiming to diminish the
jaywalking percentage by testing
other nudges.
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About NUDØ
We are a group of consultants based in Mexico City specialized in designing behavioral nudges. We are always looking to generate innovative ideas and solutions with a solid scientific and theoretical background, complementing this with empirical experimentation.
For more information visit http://en.nudocomportamiento.com and
follow us on Facebook and Twitter at @NudoBE.
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